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Coverage, Placement, and Adjustments

FAQ’s You Control all Switch Functions

High Intensity Repelling Ultrasonic 

Mosquito Reducer

Electromagnetic Inner Wall Repelling

Air Clean Pest Reducer

Switch 1

Switch 2

Switch 3

Switch 4

Repels Pests from Rodents to Insects by using
preset High Intensity Variable Ultrasonic
Sounds (Fully Inaudible and 100% Safe). 

Removes odors from the air while reducing the
possibility of mosquito bites. 

Negative charges help eliminate pollutants in
the air all while telling pests to head for the 
hills “Because of Storm Like Conditions” 

Helps repel pests deep within the walls by 
re-toning the existing electromagnetic field 
already running throughout the electric wiring. 

Pest problems do take time to eliminate, but if for some reason you’re 
not seeing a major reduction at the 16 - 20 day mark,

Please let us Help! We will move to our Stage Two in Repelling/Help.

Toll Free: 1-855-707-7075 or Local: 1-480-255-5113 E-mail: info@cleanrth.com

We care about your results!

Example Question: I have a the Kitchen. 

1) Since this issue seems to be Minimal, and the area of a normal kitchen is 
     within the spec area size,  should cover this issue just fine. 

2) When positioning the unit just make sure not to smother the front of the device. 
     Position the QuadCore to give it a free & open view of the area it’s repelling.

3) You can choose to use, or not use, any of the four switches.  , 
 the  and  switches at minimum. The Air Clean 

    Pest Reducer Switch can also help to repel pest issues. 

5) Now, if this Mice issue in the kitchen does not seem to get any better at around the
    16 - 20 day mark, in means that this is a severe mice problem.  When dealing with
    severe issues, you really need to get one unit in every room to create a surround-
    sound effect that blasts them from every angle. This type of repelling creates 
    superior coverage that will Pretty Much dominate the area on both sides of the 
    wall! The pests are being repelled to the Max w !!
    

Minimal Mice Problem in 

one QuadCore

To repel pests turn
    on Ultrasonic Electromagnetic

herever they try to go or hide

Q: Will the QuadCore bother my Cat, Dog or Bird?

A: No, they’re 100% Safe. 
 Here is a suggestion, as this technology does not hurt 

things but rather irritates,  and repels. We always say do a simple test and plug-in 
the device right next to your pet. If you get an unusual reaction, as if your pet wants to get away, 
then please do not use the QuadCore around your pet. 

Q: Can I use the QuadCore Outside?

A: You can but it needs to be fully protected/coverd against rain. 

Q: Can I use this device on an extension cord or multiple outlet strip?  

A: Yes, this is a great way to get your QuadCore into the perfect spot/angle.

Please do not use around Rodent Type Pets such as Pet Mice, Pet 
Rats, Pet Guinea Pigs, Pet Gerbils, etc.

disorientates

If you do run into an issue please contact 
us as we can help better assist you and explain how the Quadcore works at 1-480-255-5113.

Four Powerful Repelling Functions

As a business owner, I understand the frustration of pesky 
pest problems & I wanted to let you know that we’re 
here to help you when a tough problem comes along.

If for some reason your results are not met at around the 
16-20 day mark, please take the time to Contact Us.

Best Ways to Contact Us
1. If Ordered Online, it’s  to  via the  you 

(e.g., Amazon, Walmart, Sears, etc.).
2. 
3. 

“BEST” Contact Us website ordered
from 

Company E-mail: info@cleanrth.com
By Phone: Local 1-480-255-5113 or Toll Free 1-855-707-7075

INSTRUCTION - BOOKLETINSTRUCTION - BOOKLET

Finally,  I’d like to let you know that .
  

at resolving your pest issue.    We Have Solutions For the Real Tough Pesky Pest Issues!

1 Star Reviews really hurt our small company’s business
If you do run into a problem, please if you would give us that second chance
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QuadCore has four switches that turn the indicated function On or Off. 
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4Ultrasonic

Ultrasonic Repelling Type

Ultrasonic Coverage

HOW it works

Electromagnetic COVERAGE

Air Clean Pest Reducer COVERAGE

Air Cleaner

Mosquito Reducer COVERAGE

Mosquito Reducer

Electromagnetic

Air Clean Pest Reducer

Room to Room Coverage =  = Domination of Pest Problems Power

When turning on the QuadCores Ultrasonic Switch, the unit starts to emit High
Intensity Ultrasonic Sounds dedicated to repelling all types of Rodents to Insect 
type pest problems. 

 mice, rats, antsWe have had Success in Repelling: , beatles, spiders, ladybugs,
moths, scorpions, silverfish, termites, ticks, water bugs, cockroaches, centipedes, 
earwigs, flies, fleas, mosquitoes, bees, and more. 

This switch turns on an advanced digital processing technology to accurately
produce O3 which can purify smells in the air and also helps to  prevent mosquitos 
from being attracted to bite you. 

The O3 produced can wipe smells off of you therefore reducing mosquitoes from 
finding their food source.

Electromagnetic repelling simply follows the same repelling routine as the 
Ultrasonic repelling that the QuadCore offers. Rather than emitting ultrasonic
sounds into the room or area you’re repelling, it uses the already existing
electromagnetic field within the wiring of the walls and tones it to help repel pests
deep within the walls . 

One QuadCore using the Electromagnetic covers one full breaker circuit. 
Example: One QuadCore plugged in a Kitchen outlet will cover every Plug outlet 
that is tied to the kitchen circuit breaker. 

away 

One QuadCore using the Air Clean Pest Reducer covers one room up to 500 Sq. Ft.
Example: Say you plugged on QuadCore in a living room, this will cover 

that living room (the average living room is only 450 sq. ft),
but will have a hard time covering other enclosed rooms throughout the home 
because of walls, doors, and other things blocking its path.

up to 
500 Square Feet of 

When you turn on the Air Clean Pest Reducer Switch, the QuadCore starts to 
produce electrically charged negative ions. Negative ions are produced by 
lightning before a storm. Rodents, Insects including mosquitos are naturally 
sensitive to negative ions and tend to want to hide or scurry away during storms. 
This function is great for tricking rodents & insects into running away from the 
“approaching storm.”

Negative ions are electrically-charged particles in the air that remove airborne
contaminates from the air we breathe, and have a rejuvenating effect when 
interacting with physiological systems (such as the respiratory system). Most 
floating contaminates and allergens are positively charged, and of course, 
negative ions are negatively charged. In environments where high densities of
negative ions exist, they are able to reverse the charge of floating contaminates to 
a negative charge. This results in a magnetic attraction among the floating 
pollutants in the air, causing them to aggregate, or clump, together. As a result, 
they become too heavy to remain floating in the air, and fall harmlessly to the 
ground, where they cannot find their way into your respiratory tract.  Studies also 
suggest that negative ions have a biological effect on bacteria and viruses, killing
them on contact in many cases.

The Mosquito Reducer covers around 500 Square Feet Open Area. This means 
that can easily cover one confined room as that is well under 500 sq. ft. in area. 
Now the other point about Open Area is that you will want to use multiple 
QuadCores when you plan on covering every single room within a house or work 
place. 

QuadCore High Intensity Ultrasonic Sounds covers 5,000 square feet of Open
Area. The sounds repel outward filling the rooms or areas you will be repelling. 
Think of this type of repelling as if you were setting up a surround sound stereo
system. Even though the QuadCore had the ability of 5,000 Square feet of 
coverage, the farther from the device the less intense the sounds become because 
of walls, doors, and things in its way that the sounds encounter. If a pest problem 
seems to be more severe, more units will be needed to drive the pests out. 

For Severe Pest Problems the idea is to cover on a room to room basis so
wherever the pests hide out they are being repelled to the max!

This all adds up to Cleaner Air inside your Home or Area 

Green Light  = This Function is OperatingBLINKS ON & OFF
Orange Light  = This Function is OperatingON FULL TIME

Red Light  = This Function is OperatingBLINKS ON & OFF

Blue Light  = This Function is OperatingON FULL TIME

Air Clean Pest Reducer 4Electromagnetic3

Ultrasonic1 Mosquito Reducer 2
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